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• Effective tax rate on long-term-care(LTC) insurance
• Capital needs
• Rate guarantees
• Asset]liabilityscenarios

MR. GARY L. CORLISS: Our first speakeris Brian Reid, who is an assistant actuary
at Travelers. He is responsiblefor individualdisabilityand LTC pricingand product
development. He has been on the NAIC advisorysubcommittee supportingrate
guarantee issues. That's the subjecthe will be discussing.

The secondspeaker will be MichaelWelsh, assistant vice presidentand actuary at
Aetna. He is responsiblefor group pricingand risk managementrelativeto life,
disabilityand LTC insurance.

Our third speaker, KarenGervasoni,is the secondvice presidentand actuary at
UNUM. She is also a member of the Society of Actuaries LTC experiencegroup,

Mary Ann Brown will wrap things up for us. She is the managingpartner of the New
York office of Tillinghast. She specializesin LTC insuranceand currentlyis involvedin
overseeing the development of the Society of Actuariesprofessionalactuarialspecialty
guide for LTC insurance.

MR. BRIAN S. REID: Have any of you seen a recentheadlineof the National Under-
writer? It reeds "Mandatory NoncancelableLTC Insurance- Today." No, it hasn't
happenedyet. But believeit or not, it is possible. As many of you may know, the
NAIC has been receivinga great dealof pressurelately to passa regulationthat
addressesthe need for LTC rate guarantees. While there are some less extreme
proposalson the table, requiringthat LTC coverage be noncancelableis one of the
altemativas being considered.

vkr_hregard to rate guarantees, I am goingto cover three areas. First,I would like to
give you some backgroundon the NAIC rate stabilizationactivity, so you can
understandwhere the possibilityof rate guaranteesis comingfrom. Second, I am
going to discuss two of the proposalsbeingconsideredby the NAIC, and third, I will
show you the resultsof some sensitivitytesting we did to look at the proposals'
impact on profitability.

My comments on the NAIC will be very general,but I have put together some points
that shouldcover the basicquestionsyou may have on rate stabilization,such as:
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• What is it?

• Why is it being considered?
• Who is involved?,and

• What is currently happening?

Rate stabilizationis a concept. The concept is that LTC policyholdersshould have
some protectionfrom large rate increasesthat could make their coverageunaffordable
in later years when their physicalconditionhas deteriorated, and their income is
relativelyfixed.

The followingrate stabilizationprincipleswere developed by the Rate Stabilization
Advisory Subcommittee, which was made up of regulators,insurancerepresentatives,
and consumerinterestgroup representatives.

The principlesare:

1. Reasonablerate guaranteesshouldapply to all insureds.
2. Rate adequacy shouldincludeinitialpricingadequacy,adequacy of reserves,

and measures for extraordinary rate relief.
3. There should be a fair allocation of future risk between insurers and

policyholders.
4. There should be a preservation of meaningful and affordable products at stable

prices.

Along with those principles came a three-page list of issues that any practical rate
guarantee provision would have to address. Some of the larger ones were:

1. Would it apply to in force or just new business?
2. How would it be applied to distinguish between group and individual

insurance?

3. How would rate adequacybe measured?
4. How would risk be allocatedfairly between insurersand policyholders?
5. What type of extraordinaryrate reliefwould there be?

Now remember this is just a sample of the issues. I hope it's clearfrom these alone
that developinga fair and practicalsolutionthat adheresto the principlesI outlined will
not be easy.

There is some anecdotal evidencethat a few LTC insurershave implementedvery
large rate increaseson their in-forcepolicies. Giventhat individualLTC coverage is
typically sold as level premium coverage to individualswith fixed incomes, the
concept of increasingrates beyond affordabilityhas mat with a greatdeal of resis-
tance. Insurershave been accusedof engagingin bait and switch activitiesand of
pricingwith unreasonablyhigh lapse rates that are achievedthrough largerate
increases.

The players involvedwith the rate guaranteeissue are the NAIC, consumer interest
groups,insurancecompanies, and eventuallythe individualstates. The consumer
groupsand the insurerseach have fundamentallydifferent interests,andthey are beth
trying to influencethe NAIC's decision. If you look at the heart of the issue, you'll
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see that it is a matter of who should take the risk inherent in pricing LTC insurance.
Consumer interest groups feel the insurers should take it, and the insurers have thus
far been passing it on to the consumers due to the newness of the market. The
consumer groups, however, do seem to be having a bit more success, since the
advisory subcommittee I just spoke of was disbanded because of accusations that
there has been too much insurer influence on the process already.

The other players that will eventually be involved are the individual stetee. If the
NAIC adds some type of rate guarantee provision to the LTC model regulation, the
states will have to decide whether or not to adopt the provision and, if they do,
whether to adopt it as is or in some modified version, it's at that point that the
insurers will have to decide whether to comply with the regulation or stop selling in
the states that adopt the provision in any form the insurers consider too risky.

Right now, there are two subcommittees of the LTC Task Force, one working on
mandated nonforfeiture benefits and the other on rate stabilization. As I understand

it, the subcommittee on rate stabilization is working with the proposals that have been
offered by the consumer groups and the insurers, and trying to bring one or more of
them to draft form for a vote at the task force level. If a vote is favorable, that
proposal will then be voted by the B committee, and if it's passed, the provision will
be added to the model regulation. As we can never be sure of the status of an NAIC
proposal until it is adopted, it's impossible to say whet will happen or when, but the
pressure for some type of action is increasing.

Now let's get into two of the proposals that are being considered, and how they
could impact the profitability of LTC. One I'll call the consumer proposal; the other
the insurer proposal.

VII start with the consumer proposal since it is the most extreme. It's the ultimate in
protection for the consumer, and the ultimate in risk for the insurer, in other words
noncancelable coverage, and it is being given ssrious consideration. In addition to the
issues I mentioned eadier, noncancelable raises a special issue, that of the minimum
loss ratio. Would the minimum loss ratio be lowered if noncancelable coverage
became mandatory, and if so, what would it be lowered to? If you think of noncan-
celable disability insurance, the minimum is 50%, but that is an industry with a very
long history, and more than enough relevant data to price for the noncancelable risk.
it would stand to actuarial reason that the noncancelable LTC should be allowed a
minimum loss ratio due to the uncertainty and pricing risk involved. The question is,
though, will actuarial reason be a factor in the decision reached by the NAIC? Even
though I don't realisticallyexpect a minimum loss ratio of 50% or lower if noncancel-
able is mandated, I do hope that there would be some type of loss ratio relief offered.

For my sansitivity testing, I assumed the worst, that is, there would be no relief. The
testing (Table 1) was done on an individual pricing model, so I will have to ask the
group folks to make the crossover from individual to group on their own. The profit
measure I used was a statutory after-tax return on investment (ROI).
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TABLE 1

Sens_ Test

BaselineROI 15%

Termination Rates(Lapseand Death) 10
Decrease50% All YearsAsset EarningsDrop from
8%to4% 6

Claim Costs Increase10% AnnuallyYears 1-5 5
6% Asset Eamings Rate and 25% Increase in All Claim

Costs 4

6% Asset EarningsRate and 50% Decrease in
Terminations 1

25% IncreaseinAll Claim Costsand 50% Decrease in
Terminations 0

As you will be hearingcomments later on asset issues, I will just spend a minute
trying to add some feasibilityto the other two scenarios.

These are possiblereasonsfor lower terminations (lapseand death):
• Move to mandated renewal compensation on replacements.
• Levelingof commissionsgivingagents incentiveto preservebusiness.
• Greater acceptance of private LTC as good value.
• Medical advancesthat sustain life length but not life quality.

These are possible reasons for higher claims:
• Data used in pricingfound to be poor representation of insuredrisks.
• Increase in nursinghome and community basedcare costs beyond pricing

assumptions.
• Increasedavailabilityand correspondingutilizationof altemative care facilities.
• Medicaladvancessustain life length but not life quality.

That's it for the noncancelablescenario. Given the uncertaintyin pricingLTC, the
scenarios I've tested are reasonable. These examplesshoulddemonstrate that
without the abilityto raiserates,even reasonableadverse deviationscan drive profits
to unacceptable levels.

As an alternativeto the noncancelableproposal,there has been a proposalput forth
by six of the major LTC insurers. It is a hybridof some of the other rate guarantee
alternatives that have been discussed.

The insurerproposalcallsfor an initial3-year rate guarantee, a subsequent2-year rate
guarantee following any rate increase,and a rate increasecap of 10% per year for
those over age 75, who have had their policiesfor 10 yearsor more. The proposal
alsocalls for a 2-year "no marketingpenalty" for insurerswhose rate increases
exceed 50% in a 3-year period, and a mandated offer of reducedbenefits to allow
the insuredto keep hisor her policywhile maintainingthe same premium level. The
proposaldoes, however, give the commissionerauthority to grantextraordinary rate
reliefunderdrastic situationsbeyondthe controlof the insurer. Finally,this is only
proposedto apply to new business.
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For this proposal (Table 2) I assumedthe same experiencescenarios,but now I have
the abilityto raiserates. I assumed that I would be ableto raiserates 15% in years
4 and 7, and 10% inyears 10 and 13. These numbers shouldseem reasonablefrom
a state approvaland administrativestandpoint. There is a bit more room in the
proposal,but I didn't want to push it.

TABLE 2

BaselineROI 15%
Termination Rates Decrease 50% All Years 20

Asset Earningsfrom 8% to 4% 14
Claim Costs Increase10% AnnuallyYears 1-5 9
6% Asset EarningsRate and 25% Increasein All Claim

Costs 11

6% Asset EamingsRate and 50% Decrease in
Terminations 15

25% Increase in All Claim Costs and 50% Decreasein
Terminations 11

Although someof the scenariosstill bringa reductionin profits, this proposal is not as
risky as noncancelable. To keep the testing comparableand simple, I did not model
any cumulative antisslection in these scenarios,so the actual resultswould be worse
than this. We should all keep that in mind, even in today's guaranteed renewable
environment.

Now those are the only two proposals I modeled, but I want to point out that the
insurer proposal is made up of many of the individual solutions that were discussed in
the early stages of the rate guarantee issue. Initial rate guarantees, mandatory buy-
down, and rate increase caps are all options that were initially proposed as stand-
elone solutions to the problem, and as a matter of fact, a level 5% annual rate
increase cap was very seriously considered for some time. I mention this because it
is possible that the NAIC could take action in some modified combination of the
provisions in the insurer proposal, and maybe even add a few of its own.

In closing, I would like to say that the problem of large rate increases on LTC policies
needs to be addressed, and I am hopeful that the NAIC will do so in a responsible
manner. However, the solution needs to be "win-win" for all parties. The consumer
noncancelable solutionis totally one-sided,and would be disastrousfor insurersand
consumers. The insurerproposal is tempered, but it does providea chance of
success for everyone. Hopefully, a solutionclose to the insurermodel will be
consideredappropdateand adopted by the NAIC. In keepingwith the theme of the
panel title - "Have you consideredthis?" - I've tried to make you more aware of the
possibilityof mandated rate guarantees, and I've tried to help you think through how
rate guaranteescould add even more risk to the pricing and management of LTC.

MR. MICHAEL WELSH: I'd like to discusssome issuessurroundinginvestment
strategy and asset managementthat the actuary shouldconsiderwhen designing,
pricing,and managing an LTC product.
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The LTC insurance market is relatively young as compared to other more traditional
insurance products. Products and understanding of the risk are still evolving. Com-
pounded by the lack of credible pricing data, the unsettled regulatory environment -
both at the federal and state levels - and the long-term nature of the risk present the
actuary with a challenging task.

Due to the long-term nature of LTC and the level premium concept, sizable reserves
to support future claim payments will accumulate contrasted to more familiar health
insurance products that do not involve the accumulation of reserves. In many cases
health actuaries are faced with a new pricing dimension that our fellow actuaries in
pensions and annuities deal with regularly.

LTC is not commonly viewed as an asset-based product although we are seeing an
increased sophistication regarding LTC among group sponsors. Many requests for
proposals inquire about our financial ratings, NAIC risk-based capital requirements,
LTC investment strategy, and the assets supporting our LTC product. In fact, one
prospective customer asked if we would develop a separate LTC investment portfolio.

Effective asset management will act to provide a lower cost to the consumer, as well
as a primary source of profit for the insurer. The premium cost sensitivity to changes
in assumed investment return is significant. For example, at issue age 40, a 1%
change in the interest rate assumption would produce an 8% change in the premium
cost. The impact obviously declines with age to 4% at issue age 70. Therefore, it is
important to understand the dynamics of the product and to develop an investment
strategy that fits the dynamics.

Plan design and product dynamics play a significant role in defining the growth in
reserves and assets. Factors, such as issueage, lapse rates, automatic inflation
protection, and nonforfeitureprovisions,if any, can have an impact on the pattern and
size of reserves. The followingcharts illustratethis. I want to caution that these are
only illustrations and arethe result of many assumptions. Pricingfactors such as
claim incidence,claim duration, and mortalityassumed by the actuary will produce
different results. These illustrationsshow the relative magnitudes and patterns.

All of my illustrationsexaminea cohort of 10,000 insuredlives by issueage. I have
assumed a certainlevel of incidenceand claim durationratesthat are not necessarily
indicative of what my company uses for pricing. The reservesare on a net level
premium basis. The group and individualproductstarget different age groups.
Generally, the group market aimsfor active employeesresultingin an average issue
age of 40-45. The averageissueage in the individualmarket, however, is 60-65.
Issueages 40 and 60 are used in the illustrationsto highlightthe differences inthe
group and individual markets.

Charts 1 and 2 compare the pattern of premiums and claims for issue ages 40 and
60, respectively. These illustrations assume a rather low rate of lapse of 5% in the
first year and 3% thereafter. The premium level is much lower for a 40-year-old since
the period of prefunding is much longer.
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CHART 1

Issue Age 40 Premium versus Claims
(Lapse- 5%/3% thereafter)
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Chart 3 compares the growth in reserves by issue age assuming the same level of
lapses as above with no nonforfeiture benefits. Older issue ages show a greater
accumulation of reserves and supportingassets, which is consistent with the fact that
LTC is an old-age benefit, resulting in a longer period of prefunding at younger issue
ages.

CHART 3

Growth In Reserves By Issue Age
(Lapse - 5%/3% thereafter)
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Charts 4 and 5 illustrate the effect of various lapse rates on asset growth for issue
ages 40 and 60 without nonforfeiture. While the pattern is similar,the level of assets
is significantlylower when a higherlevelof lapsesis assumed (or realized). These
lapseassumptionsare the same as those used by the NAIC LTC NonforfeitureAd
Hoc Actuarial Group. The higherthe lapse assumptionwith no nonforfeiture,the
lower the claim stream and, therefore,the lower the premium rate.

Charts 6 and 7 compare asset growth with and without nonforfeiturebenefits. This
is an interesting illustrationin light of the recentNAIC adoption of mandated nonforfei-
ture benefits in the LTC model regulation. The additionof nonforfeiturebenefits not
only increasescost but alsoincreasesthe assets. The nonforfeiturebenefit illustrated
here releasesthe full reserve at lapseto purchasea reduced paid-upbenefit. Really
this representsthe maximum benefit. Generallynonforfeiturebenefits will not be so
generous. Most nonforfeiturebenefitswill fall somewhere in between the with and
without nonforfeiturecurves.
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CHART 4
IssueAge 40 - Effectof VariousLapseRates
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CHART5
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CHART 6

Issue Age 40 - v_r_hNonforfeiture versus vkr_houtNonforfeiture
(Lapse - 15%/10/5 thereafter)
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CHART 7
IssueAge 60 - Wrth Nonforfeitureversus Without Nonforfeiture
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Charts8 and 9 illustratethe impactof addinginflationprotection,wherethe maxi-
mum benefit amountsincreaseby 3% peryear from date of issue. Sincemost of the
benefitswill be paidat olderages,the impact of compoundingis significant,especially
for the younger issue ages.

CHART 8
Issue Age 40 - Inflation Protection
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CHART 9
Issue Age 60 - Inflation Protection
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As we have just seen, plan design and features produce very different patterns of
growth and levels of assets supporting the LTC benefits. The actuary needs to
carefully understand the dynamics of plan design in developing an investment
strategy.

There are other factors that need to be considered also: Lack of Credible Pricing
Data - As I mentioned earlier, there is a lack of credible pricing data. As we gain
more experience over the next few years, our perception of the risk will undoubtedly
change. This will not only impact price but also will change the level of reserves
necessary to support future benefits. Any change in pricing should also trigger a
reassessment of investment strategy to ensure that the strategy is in line with the
new outlook on the emergence of future claims. The Society of Actuaries is currently
working on an LTC experience study.

Future Changes in LTC Risk - Even once we have a credible base of experience,
other dynamics can change the level or timing of claim incidence. An increase in
available services, like the growth in the number of nursing homes, may result in
increased incidence. This is similar to what we have seen in the medical benefits
area. On the other hand, a breakthrough on diseases affecting the aged, such as a
cure for Alzheimer's, could reduce or delay eventual claim costs. Other medical
developments may keep a person with a life threatening disease alive longer, which
would tend to increase claim duration.

Both the uncertainty of the risk and the fact that the risk could change require a
certain level of asset liquidity to ensure that enough cash is available at every point in
time to meet possible claim levels. The actuary needs to assess the potential volatility
and match asset cash flows with the potential range of cash needs. There needs to
be a liquidity range around expected claims.

Unsettled Regulatory Environment - The regulatory environment is unsettled, and that
situation will probably continue for some time. As the federal government debates
health care reform, some attention will be directed toward a federal program to cover
LTC needs. Given the projected costs it is unlikely the government will be able to
have a publicly funded program near term, but there is always the risk that either a
total federal takeover or the adoption of stringent mandates could ruin the business
for the private market sometime in the future. One possible scenario is that there is a
federal takeover and that reserves under insurance policies have to be returned to the
insureds. In this potential scenario, having all assets locked up in nonmarketable
securities would prove costly to the insurer.

Within the NAIC there has been much discussion recently with regard to premium
rate increase limitations. It is very likely that some form of limitation on rate increases
will eventually be adopted. This may mean that the ability of the carrier to raise rates
due to less than expected investment earnings may be limited. The carrier needs to
balance the desire to keep premiums affordable for the consumer with the need for
conservatism to ensure that actual long-term investment returns equal or exceed
those priced for.

Disintermediation Risks -- The disintermediation risk on LTC is much different than

with cash value life insurance and annuities. LTC plans do not, at least to my
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knowledge, offer a cash value or policy loan provision. Therefore, individuals are not
as likely to antiselect against the insurer during periods of volatile interest rates as they
might be with other cash-value-type products. Payments under an LTC policy are
driven only by the need for LTC services, not by the level of interest rates. Therefore,
LTC cash flows are not interest sensitive. This reduces the need for liquidity to
accommodate withdrawals or to keep current crediting rates close to current market
rates.

However, a volatile interest rate environment could impact the cost of currently issued
products, leavingthe insurerwith an olderportfolio of productsthat is not as
competitive, thus increasingthe risk of lapse. Alternatively, actual investment return
below pricing assumptionswould result in an inadequatelypriced product.

In the group market, the employer sponsorgenerallywants to reservethe right to
change cardersin the future. To alleviateadministrativeissuesand to get the best
arrangement for all employees,employers(especiallylargeremployers)will want any
accumulated reservesto be moved to the new carder. Since the group market is
relativelynew, we have not seen much activity inthis area, but we need to be
prepared for the movement of reservesand the resulting liquidationof assets. This
points to the need to have some level of liquidityor marketabilityin the asset
portfolio. It may be appropriateto have the investmentstrategy consistentwith the
market value formula that will be usedto determinethe amount of the transfer.

Asset Duration- From the chartspresented eadier, it is easy to concludethat the
durationof the claim stream is quite long. Forexample, for a 40-year-old the duration
is close to 30; for a 70-year-old the duration is near 10. Again I caution you that
these are basedon a certain set of assumptions;other actuariesmay arrive at
different numbers, but the relative magnitudeshouldbe the same. This presentsan
interestingchallenge sincethere are reallyno traditionalassets that can match those
durations, especiallyat the younger issueages.

The major risk from an investmentstrategy perspectiveis that the actual investment
resultsover the long term fall short of those assumed in pricing. The long tail of the
liabilitiestends to aggravate that risk since it is difficult to find the types of asset to
completely match the long-termcash flow.

The investment strategy must also balancethe opportunity for higheryields available
from long, generally lessmarketable assets with the need for liquidityto cover both
expected and unexpected claim payments and patterns, and the possibilityof a group
policy transfer.

Due to the very long-termnature of the liabilities,traditional fixed-income assetsmay
need to be supplemented with equity holdingssuch as common stock or real estate.
Historicallycommon stocks have outperformedfixed-income investments over a long
time period. The use of common stocks couldbe effective in increasingthe total
ratum of the portfolio over time. Real estate could be used as an effective
diversificationtool. Of course, the insurerwould need the capacity to withstand the
fluctuations in value. Treasury strips or zero-couponTreasuries would be effective in
lengtheningthe duration of the asset portfolio. The suggestionof real estate as a
viable investment may seem inappropriategiventhe current state of the real estate
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market. We are experiencing the low end of the cycle, and over the long run, real
estate could still be a viable investment.

The ideal portfolio would have a large portion of higher yielding long private bonds and
mortgages, which add to investment return. A large portion of high quality publicly
traded bonds would add marketability yet still produce attractive long ratums. A core
of shorter term assets would add marketability to handle changes in the underlying
LTC risk and claim patterns. A small role for other investments such as equities and
Treasury strips would help the duration match.

An asset strategy that involves multiple asset classes and characteristics requires a
high level of expertise. One must determine the risk tolerance that will be influenced
by the decision maker's perception of risk among the various asset classes including
investment horizon, market condition, and economic cycles. A sophisticated model to
test various scenarios is required to determine how assets will be tactically allocated.
Results need to be monitored and strategy adjusted given the then current market
conditions. This is not a simple process and probably only applicable for a larger
portfolio.

MS. KAREN L. GERVASONI: Insurance companies hold capital (surplus) for a number
of reasons:

• The purpose of surplus is to protect against insolvency. At UNUM, our target
is capital sufficient to ensure that the probability of ruin is less than 1% over
the planning period.

• Regulators have historically set minimum capital requirements. The
introduction of risk-based capital (RBC)concepts recognizes that such an
approach was insufficient, and attempts to estimate capital needed to cover
the risks inherent in the underlying business.

• Ratings from organizations such as Best's, Moody's, and Standard & Poor's
(S&P) are important marketing and financial (borrowing) considerations.

• Capital forms the basis for evaluating a product's performance. It's important
that measurement criteria reflect the worth of the business, or a company
could find itself in severe financial straits.

I'd like to focus briefly on external requirements, and then go on to discuss in more
detail UNUM's internal approach to capital allocation.

RBC has been a hot topic recently. The RBC C-2 risk formula, which applies to most
of today's LTC products, is the one for guaranteed renewable disability business:
25% of premium for the first $50 million of business, and 15% of premium for any
excess (prior to the covariance calculation). This should be considered the floor when
evaluating your capital needs; most companies will attempt to hold capital in excess
of RBC requirements.

No industry formula can accuratelyreflectthe riskfor every company. So at UNUM,
we've developedan internalallocationmethodology. We attempt to identifya
reasonablyunlikelynegative scenarioand quantify the capital neededto protect
against insolvencyin such a situation. The processbegins by identifyingthe risk
factors inherent in a particularproduct.
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C-1 risk is assessed based on the assets backing reserves. Investments are
segmented by product, and NAIC RBCformulas are used.

For C-2 risk, our approach is more detailed than the RBC formulas. For LTC, for
example, the following sources of pricing risk have been identified:

a. statistical fluctuation in incidence;
b. nonrandom incidence fluctuation, due to unanticipated holes in product design

or assessment of eligibility for claims;
c. statistical fluctuation in recovery patterns;
d. nonrandom fluctuation in recoveries, due perhaps to unexpected issues in

benefit administration;
e. expense variance from pricing assumptions;
f. lower investment income than expected (reinvestment risk);
g. medical/technological advances that might extend life expectancy but not

necessarily improve the quality of life;
h. effects broughton by the economicenvironment.

In determining these factors, we attempt to analyze actualdata whenever possible.
My product - LTC reinsurance- was a new line of businessin 1991. We had no
data to evaluate, so we had to take a different approach. We looked at the factors
other products used and tried to judge where LTC would fall in relationto them. For
example, considerthe C-2a risk: statistical fluctuation in incidence. We're attempting
to evaluate the volatilityin number of claims incurredand the potentialassociated
cost. We look at this risk in terms of an expected lossratio, and we define it as a
percentage of premium. The questionis, what percentage?

We view LTC - includingthe indemnity model, which is what we reinsure- as a
type of disabilitycoverage. That is, the inability to perform a minimum number of
activitiesof daily living,and the continuationof claim payments as longas that
conditionpersists (whether or not an additionalrequirementof professionalexpense
incurral is superimposed)makes the structureof this product similarto disability. So
we looked at the factors used for group long-termdisabilityand those for noncan-
celable disability insuranceand comparedthe risk for this specificC-2a factor.

A first considerationwas that LTC is a new product, so the block of businesswill be
smaller than both disabilityinsuranceand LTC. Fluctuationshouldbe greater, so the
factor should be higherthan either of the LTD or disabilityinsurancefactors.

But LTC is guaranteedrenewable, so premium rates can be increasedif necessary
(presumably!). This shouldmitigate the riskof lossratio fluctuation, and argues for a
lower risk factor than noncancelabledisabilityinsurance.

We alsohave to considerthat we're talking about reinsurancein this case. We don't
have control over underwriting or benefit administration,and such lack of control
suggests a higher riskfactor. On the other hand, we have confidencein our client
companies. They have strong assessment programs administeredby a very capable
third party. That shoulddecrease the riskfactor.
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And that's how the process works when we don't have any data: we were able to
utilize the analysis that had been performed for other lines of business and build upon
our knowledge base.

As a check, we asked ourselves the question, how much worse could incidence get
before our client companies would raise rates? Some treaties may incorporate clauses
protecting the reinsurer; that should be taken into consideration. If you're working
with direct business, the factor might be chosen based on an assessment of manage-
ment's risk tolerance levels, and the company's ability to rerate in light of the
competitive and regulatory environment.

The C-3 dsk - disintermediation - is assessed using standard asset/liability analysis
and cash-flow-testing techniques. This risk is currently assumed negligible for LTC,
though certain nonforfeiture benefits may require reevaluation.

In evaluating C-4 risk, we identify the major hazards specific to a line of business:
potential regulatory constraints that may limit profit, national health care, tax policy,
litigation, general mismanagement (which, of course, is zero at your company and at
mine.) A factor is then selected judgmentally.

After all of the above factors are determined, they are applied to a relevant historical
period, and covariance is assessed. Profit is then subtracted, since profit would
provide the first cushion against insolvency. The resulting amounts are then regressed
against premium and reserves to produce a simplified formula.

After formulas are determined for all products, they are reviewed in relation to each
other. If a formula seems out of proportion with respect to risks in other lines of
business, further review and analysis is completed to bring it into line.

Finally, the required capital produced by these formulas for all product lines is summed
and compared to the target capital management wants to hold. Our current formulas
meet our total target.

At UNUM, we use several criteria to measure financial performance. Statutory capital
forms the basis of a number of them.

Internal rate of return on free cash flow - that is, monies available from statutory gain
after capital requirements are met - is used when developing a new product or
evaluating a proposed initiative. (Gain should include net investment income (Nil) on
assets backing capital.)

ROE is another (shorter-term) measure. Its denominator, GAAP equity, is also based
on statutory capital, with GAAP adjustments specific to that line of business added.
GAAP adjustments would include reserve revaluation, deferred acquisition cost (DAC),
deferred taxes, etc.

Required capital, then, forms the basis of profitability measurement. It's impossible to
know the "correct" capital - or even if such a "correct" number exists - to hold for
any given product at any given time. Relative equity across products is the objective
of our allocation. Statistical analysis, judgment, and review for reasonableness are the
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main steps inthe negotiationprocessbetween businessunitsand the corporate
financedepartment. Consistencyis crucial.

Today's competitiveenvironmentrequiresus to reallyunderstandproduct profitability.
It's not good enoughanymore to just look at pretaxprofit margins. Especiallywith
LTC, tax costs are significant. Improperconclusionswillbe drawn if the coat of
capital is ignored. As actuaries, it's our responsibilityto providemanagement with the
best informationpossible- information they need to make sound businessdecisions.

MS. MARY ANN BROWN: LTC has some uniquetax issues. First, there are many
questions to answer in orderto define the ingredientsof an "effective" tax rate.

One of the biggest contributorsto LTC taxes is the income on the active life reserve.
The size and timing of this reserveimpacts incomeand therefore taxes. So, whether
we use pricingor valuation-type morbidity,mortality and/or lapses make a difference.
Whether the statutory active life reserve is one-yearor two-years preliminaryterm also
makes a big difference. This is because the tax reserve methodology is contained in
the tax code (although it is hardto find). Unlikeother products, LTC must use two-
year preliminaryterm, not the reservebasisadopted by a majority of the states.
Unfortunately, the NAIC model specifiesone-year preliminaryterm for statutory
reserves,so we are painted in a comer on this one, I hope temporarily. I (and others)
have worked to persuade the actuarial task force to allow two-year preliminary term
for the NAIC statutory reserves(so far, unsuccessfully)justified by high first-year
expenses exceedingone premium. This mostly appliesto individuallyunderwritten
high first-year commissionproducts, althoughI've seen some group carriers with LTC
marketing, enrollment and administrativeexpensesmuch higherper policythan on
othergroup products.

I know of a few companiesthat have decided to approachthe IRSbut not yet
enoughto effect a change. I hope more of the LTC industry will become involved in
this effort.

One area that we cannot change is the adjusted federal interest rate (AFIR) used for
tax reserves,expected to be 8.1% and 8% for 1993 and 1994, respectively. The
differencebetween 8% and the dynamic statutory rate of 5% has a significant
impact on taxes due to the largeincome and durationof these reserves. As interest
rates come down, this is hitting us harder (8% versus 5% has a bigger impact than
the former year's 8.4% versus 5.5%). Whether a GAAP or statutory basis is used
makes a difference, mostly because GAAP reservesare smallerand closerto the
correspondingtax reserves.

The profit pattern dependingon the discount rate used affects the presentvalue of
taxes. Usuallya book loss occursin the first year or two on individualbusiness due
to front-loadedcommissionsand LTC underwriting. BUt,on some group and level
commission or guaranteedissueproducts,profits can occur the first year. In this
situation, higher discount rates can greatly increase the effective tax rates (which are
a function of present value of profitsdivided by presentvalue of grosspremiums).
Also, whether a company usesGAAP or statutory incomehas a significant impact on
tax rates. This is because GAAP income is closer to taxable incomethan is statutory.
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Generally, GAAP tax rates seem to be 5-10% less than statutory in the financial
projections we used.

Another tax rate component is due to the cost of target surplus. As an example, if a
company uses 7% as an eamed rate, the effective after-tax earned rate is 4.6%.
Then if a company usesa 7% discountrate, the tax rate is only 34% of the earnings
on target surplus. But if this is a company that views the cost of capitalby discount-
ing at a higherrate, such as 12%, we then see a much greatercost associatedwith
allocatingthe target surplusto this line of business. In this example, 75% of the
present value of target surplusis the cost: 60% due to the discount rate differential
and another 15% due to tax. Of course,this is not just for LTC; it istrue for all
products' target surplusallocations.

But, LTC has a relativelysteep target surplusallocation. Assume we have $2.5
million of premium. The formula here is 25% premium plus 2% of assets (this varies
by type of asset) and 5% of claim reserves. This formula is for guaranteed renewable
LTC products (Table 3).

TABLE 3

Cost of Target SurplusExample

Earn: 7%
After tax: 7%(1-0.34)=4.6%
Discount: 12%

If discountedat earned rate, cost equalszero.

10 years 20 years

[ 1.0701"
Beforetax: 1- [ 1.120J 37% 60%

[ 1.046 1"
Aftertax: 1- [ 1.120J 50 75

Tax Cost 13% 15%

Premium: $2.5 million (2,000 policies)
Target surplus: 25% premium + 2% assets

+ 5% claim reserves = $1 million

20-year cost before tax: $600,000
20-year cost after tax: $750,000

I recently ran a sensitivity test for a client to show the impact if noncancelableLTC
rates were required: the premiumcomponent of the formula goes up to 35% (clueto
the additionalC-2 risk). Of course, the premiumswould also have to go up. But you
can imaginethe spiralof increasingpremiumsthat would be necessaryjust to cover
this extra target surpluscost (on top of the pricing morbiditymarginsthat would also
increasepremiums). I hope the NAIC andconsumer groupsrealizethe consequences
of a noncancelableapproachby consideringthese issues.
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For those of you who likegraphs, here is an example of the effect of the tax and
statutory reserve differentialsfor one policyat issue age 70 (Chart 10), The taxable
income in dotted linesspikesup at the end of the secondyear becausewe're not

getting to tax deduct that statutory reserve we had to set up in the second year (it
could be 50-75% of premium dependingon reservebasis). We only get a one-year
preliminaryterm reservedeferral, not two years). So we get taxed on the dotted line
income, resultingin the followingafter-tax income.

CHART 10

Long-Term-Care Income
Pre-taxStatutory versus Taxable Income
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Shown in the dotted line in Chart 11, the effect is a significanttax hit in the early
years, which is reduced later.

To see how these taxes add up, I prepared an examplefor one company's policy
(Table 4). Note that it couldvary significantlydependingon all the factors mentioned
earlier. You can see the additionalimpact of the active life reserve (ALR)tax discount
rate differential on top of the 34% corporate rate (14% on ALR but only 1% on claim
reservesbelow); the two-year versus one-year preliminaryterm method (10%) just
graphed for you; and the realcost of the DAC tax (4%) - the ultimate example of
IRSaccountants not understanding actuarialpresent values. Infact, most of these
additionaltax costs are caused by timing and presentvalues.

Table 5 shows statutory resultsonly, but I listed a GAAP example inthe handouts.
The GAAP rates would be nearly cut in half for the AFIR interest components factors,
so that the total tax rate on the GAAP example is about 55% versus 63% statutory
here.
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CHART 11

Long-Term-CareIncome
Pre-taxStatutory versusAfter-Tax Statutory Income
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TABLE 4

Sample Tax Rates
PV Taxes .-' PV Pre-tax Statutory Gain

Statutory GAAP

Corporate income 34% 34%
ALR- 8% AFRversus5% statutory 14 7
ALR- 2-yearversus1-yearFPT 10 10
Deferred acquisition Costs (DAC tax) 4 4
Claim reserves - 8% versus 5% 1 0

Total 63% 55%

TABLE 5

SampleTax Rates
7% versus 12% Discount Rates

7% Discount 12% Discount

Statutory 63% 79%
Targetsurplus 6 7
Mutual company 3 3

Total 72% 89%
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Those statutory tax rates were discountedat 7%; if we add the tax impact of target
surplusand mutual company taxes (if required),we get a total of 72% at 7%
discount, which could increaseat higherdiscount rates, dependingon the timing
pattern of the profrts(this one has an 89% total tax rate at a 12% discount rate).

I hope you can see why it is important to look at after-tax results,even if some of
these costs may be removed or reducedin the future.

So as not to end on such a gloomy note, most companies I know of consider LTC
products one of the most important investments for future viabilityand growth in the
insurance industry,despite the possiblehighcost of taxes. Companiesthat are into
LTC before the window of opportunity closesfeel they are, or will be, positionedto
meet the increasingfuture growth in demand for these products which has yet barely
been tapped. This is an opportunityto obtainsignificantassetsundermanagement,
to grow in an industry where many other insuranceproducts as we know them may
have their tax advantagedbuild-upremoved, or may be taken overby the govern-
ment. Meanwhile, LTC will likelygrow as a private insuranceindustryproduct.

MR. CORLISS: Our objective throughout these presentationshas been to move the
discussionrelativeto LTC products to a greater level of understandingand to increase
considerationof the variousimplicationsof this product developmentincluding
extensionof benefitsinto new areas. There are many forces at work that should
cause the LTC insuranceindustry to move ahead, and move ahead very rapidly.
We're serving the elderlypublic and their families in a very positive way - better than
any other institutionthat we can think of. However, to continueto be a positive
force, we have to keep a number of the financial,but nonpricingconsiderationsin
mind. If we as actuariesare not the onesdeterminingthe implicationsand the
interrelationshipsamong pricing, investments,surplusrequirements, taxes and
profitability,no one else will. That is our opportunity and our challenge. Now we
look for more challenge from you in terms of either questionsor comments relative to
the presentation.

MR. EDWARD MAHORAK*: I have a couple of questionsand comments about
taxes and tax rates. I agree that there is a problem now with regardto the one-year
versus the two-year preliminaryterm reservemethodology. I seem to recallthat some
piecesof tax code can be changed (e.g., the mortality table) if adoptedby 26 states.

Does the two-year preliminaryterm in the IRS code fall into the same category so
that, if 26 states adopt the one-year preliminaryterm method, the IRS will move with
it? Or is it hard coded as two years?

MS. BROWN: The portion of the tax code to which you are referringis Section
8073(D) under noncancelableA&H contracts. The tax definitionof noncancelable

does includeguaranteedrenewablecontracts, it actually states inthe code that the
two-year preliminary term methodology is to be used.

MR. MAHORAK: So it's not as easy as having enoughstates adopt the one year?

* Mr. Mahorak, not a member of the sponsoringorganizations,is with Milliman
& Robertson, inc. in Radnor, Pennsylvania.
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MS. BROWN: State adoption will have no impact on this issue. A change will not
arise unless we get a direct code change, which is a very difficult task.

MR. MAHORAK: I have a comment on your AFIR rates where you mentioned the
difference between an 8% versus 5% rate. In the current interest-rate environment, I
would anticipate that the AFIR will be dropping over the next few years. It could
drop as low as 6% over the next five years, assuming interest rates stay the same.
So while that is a problem now, it will be less of a problem over time.

MS. BROWN: That's true, However, the dynamic interest rates on the statutory
reserve should be coming down as well. And the real impact depends on the
differential and the ratio between those two rates. A 3% differential at a higher rate
is going to have less of an impact at a lower rate. Currently, we're probably at the
worse state we will be in for the foreseeable future.

MR. MAHORAK: Agreed. I've clone some calculations on the statutory rate, and
unless interest rates continue to drop, the 5% is unlikely to move for several years.
The 3% should turn to 1.5% or even 1.25% over the next few years. One of the
tax issues relates to the fact that there is no accepted morbidity table for LTC. When
we create tax reserves for clients, we've been using the pricing assumptions, or the
pricing assumptions plus a certain load. I have no awareness if the IRS has ever
challenged any of the assumptions yet. Has anyone had any direct experience with
the IRS on use of claim costs or any other morbidity source? Has the IRS officially
bought off on any morbidity tables, or is it still a big question mark?

MR. CORLISS: I have not heard of any one being audited due to the newness of the
product. I am not aware of any IRS comment relative to accepting or denying certain
morbidity tables. Bart, has anything come up in the SOA LTC Valuation Committee?

MR. BARTLEY L. MUNSON: Nothing has come up in the valuation committee
relative to this issue.

MR. MAHORAK: So no news is no news.

MR. BRUCEE. OLSON: It was mentioned there have been rate increases on certain

LTC policies. What was the size of the increases? Were they on nursing home,
home health care or combination products? How low a loss ratio have the compa-
nies been allowed to achieve?

MR. CORLISS: As a reinsurer, I've seen rate increasesthat range from 10-50%
being implemented by certain organizations. The increases have been on all three
forms you referenced. The analysis and filing requests were still to get them to an
overall, lifetime consideration of a 60-65% loss ratio. I didn't see any insurance
department willing to let them drop below the basic NAIC model level of 60%.
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